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Korean animation studios

This category includes only the following subcategory. ► Rough Draft Studios (2 C, 1 P) The next 25 pages are in this category, out of 25 in total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more). AKOM Anvision Cinepix CNK International eMation Dong Wu Animation Dong Yang Animated DR Movie G&amp;Amp; G Entertainment
Grimsaem Hanho Heung-up Heewon Entertainment Iconix Entertainment plus one animation rough animation studios Draft Saerom SAMG Animation Sai Yang Animation Studio Kaab Studio Kaab Studio Mir Sunmin Photo Sunwoo Entertainment Team 5P Y. R. Studio Yearim retrieved from by Milt Vallas HanHo Studio in Seoul, one of
Korea's first animation studios, now offers traditional and digital ink and color services. Photos courtesy of Hanno Ltd. In the past ten years the animation industry in South Korea has grown beyond what should have been the wildest dreams of its early pioneers. Today, South Korea is by far the largest provider of television animation in the
world. Industry estimates are not always accurate, but no one will argue that in the peak years of production the country's production houses can spin over 1,000 half-hour (22-minute) episodes. While some may argue about the quality of animation in the sand, no one has ever embarked on the amount of work to compare this Asian
dynamo. How did all this happen and how did the Korean animation industry grow into a 2,000kg gorilla? What does the future look like for this high-tech industry? Let's see, I don't know what that means, but I know what it means. First... Exactly how it all started depends, like a lot of things, on who you ask. In 1960 two men, Mr. Dong-yon
Shin and Mr. Chong produced a brief 6-minute animation for afkn (Korean Armed Forces Network) called I Water. This small educational film may be called The Beginning of Korean Animation. In the years that followed, some work came to the country from Japan, but it was almost exclusively ink and paint work. One of the first companies
to work with Japan was TBC, a broadcasting company that no longer exists. TBC is credited with performing an animated assistant in a show called Golden Bat. In 1968, the company, International Art Production, began redoing a series of individual reel shows featuring classic animated characters such as Betty Bop, Crazy Cut, Felix and
even Porky Pig. These old theatrical shorts were copied frame by frame and copied in color. This company was run by Mr. Jong Yun Song and Mr. Taik Kim. A few years later, in 1973, the same Mr. Kim would team up with Steve Hahn and open Dong Cao Animation. Dong Seo is important because it will morph into HanHo which will
become a major player in the formative years of Korean animation. However, in 1973, Korean animation was still just beginning and limited mainly to ink and paint work from Japan. Dong Seo animation burst by joining with Ralph Bakshi and Between animation on war wizard features and hey looking good. Animator in AKOM studio. In the
early years, the Korean animation industry was a little rough and falling. Korean business culture was not always well understood by Westerners and, in turn, Korean producers did not always understand their Western customers. Steve Hahn is seen by many as the embodiment of the hard-nosed Korean producer. Han's style was more
direct and confrontational than other studios in the region, such as those in Taiwan or Japan, where saving faces and avoiding open conflict was a more natural way to deal with problems. The Koreans were the New Yorkers of Asia. They worked hard, played hard and pulled no punches both verbally and figuratively. When it came to the
face, the Korean style was more on your face. They fought equally among themselves with partnerships that formed rapidly, exploded separately and reformed all over Seoul. This volatile, competitive business atmosphere began to form in 1979-80 when Steve Hahn opened his new company, MiHahn. He got a multi-spear job on their
plan The Plastic Man. This work came to him with the help of Jerry Smith, who was trusted by Joe Robbie and Ken Spears. Smith was sent to Taiwan by Bill Hanna in 1978 to help James Wang set up the cuckoo's nest, but in what would become a recurring theme, he fell out there and was therefore willing to try a fresh start in 1980 with
South Korea's Steve Hahn. At the same time, Nelson Sheen, another key figure in the story, began his time and began a deal with Dafati-Relang to bring six and a half hours of performance they produce with Holland to Korea. The program was called Dr. Snagle. In 1979, Nelson also brought a Bugs Bunny special for Daffeti-Freeling to
Korea. Nelson Sheen believes he brought the first full show (animated via camera) to Seoul. Others feel steve hahn or the late Jerry Smith were the first. All in all, it doesn't really matter, because they were all pioneers and helped start the industry. By 1985, the animation industry had become well established in Seoul. Jerry Smith broke
up with Steve Hahn, started his own company, Take One, shut it down and then left the country. Mr. Taik Kim left Dong Sao and started his own company called Fionn Animation and Nelson Sheen opened a new studio, AKOM, which will eventually become the largest in Korea. Steve Hahn is about to lose his studio, then HanHo, by
producing Starchaser, a three-advisor theatrical film which will fail resulting in his financial support to take over his studio. If there is a marked start to Korea's golden era, it had to be in the mid-to-late 1980s when animation studios began popping up all over Seoul; Dayon, Cy Young, AKOM and Sarum, to name a few, were all created
during this period. Nelson Shin, head of AKOM Studio, president of ASIFA Korea, and publisher of animton industry magazine, wants to see Koreans more involved in creating programs. Did they do that? To start with, everyone works very hard. Second, the studios in Seoul, and there are many more than 60 studios listed there alone,
have developed a system that relies on a strong cottage industry for many stages of production. Everywhere, from what ink and color is to the camera, there's someone out there who wants a sub-contract of your job if you give it to them. Also, almost anyone independent, or gigs if you like, and many studios dismiss the job as a betting
reporter fires gambling when it gets more action than it can handle. A studio may produce three separate series simultaneously and doesn't even have a layout department at home; Everything will be independent. While it may be undesirable for a sand supervisor who wants to see his work return to him in a smooth flow, this system helps
studios by providing distributed micromanagement at every stage of production provided by each contractor, no different from how Boeing manufactures its aircraft. The major studios that produce the betting shows keep full departments in the studio, but even they will need independent help when needed. The bottom line is that over the
past 15 years, Seoul has developed a large and talented workforce and a system where their manufacturing efforts can be maximized when needed and reduced when slow. Sand supervisors for those unfamiliar with the term, this refers to the customer representative, sent by the customer, and usually at his own expense, to work within
the contractor studio. This person is often an artist (layout, animator, designer or even director), but they can also be a production manager type. The first Westerners to go to Asia were all highly versatile artists who worked with local staff as guides as much as customer watchdogs. What the Korean people didn't know was that these
people taught them. American animation is employed and still employs, different techniques, style and timing than Japanese animation. These early supervisors helped studios accelerate the learning curve, allowing them to quickly figure out how to produce acceptable work for the Western market. Background artists at Hanno Studio.
Photo Courtesy of Hanno Ltd. Businessmen Another interesting phenomenon of the Korean animation industry is a relatively large number of studio owners who have no particular interest in animation other than as an investment. These are men and women who have purchased their companies as business enterprises, but they no longer
have anything to do with their studios than their plumbing supply house or import/export companies. These business owners often buy into animation studios that need cash infusion and, more often than not, eventually take over the company from its original owner. There is also a trend to set up studio groups with one large studio taking
small studios under its wing and presenting the group as one large holding. Latest example It was the Rainbow Animation Studio Group (recently modified Galaxy World, Inc.) which were put in by Ted Choi, a Korean businessman who lives in Los Angeles and came from the garment business. This system is simply an extension of
subcontracting but with the logical twist of doing it openly and telling the customer that you have/have control of small studios doing their job. The only problem is that often, the group is made up of completely separate business entities, with completely different agendas, and the studio that does your job doesn't get paid to allow them to
produce a solid plan. The group is held together only by the ability of the main studio to provide everyone with reasonable paid performances. After a while, inevitably, the small studios are unhappy with the big studio from which they get a job. The large studio naturally skimps on a percentage of the customer's wages and the studio that
does the work feels undervalued and underpaid. Also, if the series is successful, the big studio takes the bows and the ego can be fragile things. Layout artist at Galaxy World Animation Studio (formerly Rainbow Animation). Photo courtesy of Galaxy World. The new studios and the 90s boom like all businesses, success breeds
competition, and there's no more competitive place when it comes to business than Asia. The 1990s saw a rash of new studios enter the arena. Disney TV brought its plans to a new, bright and aggressive studio called Sun Woo. In 1991, Michael Webster, then in charge of Disney's production of television animation, told me that Sun Wu
was producing some of the best work he had ever seen and that Disney was so impressed with the features that they put them under exclusive contract. It didn't work out for long, because Disney wanted exclusivity and Sun Woo wasn't ready to be tied up in such a growing market. A crude Korea draft (RDK) started by doing a strange
little show called Ren and Stimpy and were soon sought after as a highly creative studio capable of producing the off-the-wall productions that Klasky-Csupo and Nickelodeon were developing as their benchmarks. Plus one, Coco (formerly Dong Yang), Saerom Regeneration and Daiwon, along with an expanding AKOM, led the charge
into the 1990s with Korea capturing up to 30% of the global market in animation production. From 1990 to 1996, the business grew with last year reaching an all-time high. AKOM alone reported production of 189 shows this year. The small industry that began so quietly in 1968 with an educational film became a major industry, which in
1996 probably came close to $120 million in revenue. So what's next? Building a market and keeping it is two different things. You don't have to go to wharton school to understand that if the demand for new animation programming slows, so does the industry that produces the shows. 1997 is definitely a tick down from 1996, but like 1997
there was such a record year, Comparison can be unfair. There are still a healthy number of shows produced across Asia and certainly a good number of these are in South Korea. The question every studio owner must ask is how long will the good times play out? Late last year, a friend who is the production chief of a major studio went
to Korea to search for a production house to place a new series that was supposed to start this year. Her company isn't known to have high budgets, but the new project was well funded, so she thought she'd be interviewing some high-end studios, which she hadn't been able to use before. When she arrived in Seoul her meetings were
rather grossly cancelled. She was told it would be a waste of time for her to go to the studios because she couldn't afford them. I couldn't believe how arrogant they were, she told me. This year the two studios will be honored to bid on her work. I asked Nelson Sheen about what he saw in the future for AKOM and the industry in general.
His response was maintained but generally optimistic. Nelson feels that the industry is still in great shape but he understands that not all years will these banner like 1996. Nelson is one of the founders. He's seen bad times before and knows the industry can head south pretty quickly. However, he feels confident in his ability to bring work
into AKOM and keep his team busy. He also feels that maintaining a quality standard and a good reputation will help the powerful studios survive over the years. I also discussed the popularity of animation in Seoul with Tayk Kim. He noted that there are now five different animation festivals held in Seoul this year alone. Mr. Kim, like
Nelson Sheen, is optimistic but also cautious. It seems that all the producers I've spoken to feel they need to find a way to develop strong assets where they can share long-term revenue. It's not easy, as we all know. The Koreans seem to be exploring different ways. Animation houses are trying to connect with post-production homes to
offer Western producers a fuller package that can help shows with tight budgets. Korean artists layout and planning board have set up small production units in Los Angeles which offer on performances as a complete package, again trying to present themselves as attractive as possible. Korean TV, KBS 1 and 2, MBC and SBS, cannot
pay for quality original programs. Sometimes a Korean studio will take a Korean broadcast license on a Western program as part of their payment, however, the value is not as great as the discount they offer. The Korean market is simply too small for broadcasters to cough up a significant amount of dollars. These co-production deals are
often nothing more than sales gimmicks offered to make the customer feel that the studio has an interest in being awarded in the show, and he will prefer it in production over other shows simultaneously going through the studio. Mostly it's not true and you... Or a back location that the studio takes is worth little or nothing to them in reality.
The catch here is that the studio has promised to provide a production service at some level of quality and get paid less than they normally charge for that service. Ostensibly, the studio takes an ownership position in the program in relation to the difference in services provided and a lower fee received. The problem for the customer is that
the studio can choose to produce the show at exactly the same level of quality as the payment they received; Not at the higher level promised. Some producers like Nelson Sheen are encouraging young artistic cast members to try to develop the next Aeon Flux property as Korean designer Peter Chang did. They know that until they can
claim a slice of the pie they bake for Western producers, they will continue to deal with the peaks and valleys of sub-contracting. Shin, who is president of korea's ASIFA branch, believes there is a lot of talent in Korea that is still untapped. He would like to see Koreans more involved in creating programs, but he understands that the main
basis of his industry is in sub-contracting. As more American productions are electronically produced, Korean studios are responding by expanding their digital facilities. Photo courtesy of Galaxy World. Photo Courtesy of Hanno Ltd. Another note, North Korea joined the South in the animation industry. SEK is a state-owned animation
studio operated in North Korea with a staff of 500 people. We haven't heard too much about this company in the U.S. until now, and we couldn't do business with them legally, but the French can do it. Today this studio produces 26 half hours a year at a very competitive price for European producers. I suspect they won't give much time
until the political differences are set aside and business interests are addressed between the two koreas. Closing thoughts seems to be that Korean animation is in the same location or better than animation in the US. As long as someone buys new TV shows, Korea will continue to be called upon to produce them. Korean manufacturers
also have Europe to look for work, and potentially interesting relationships, if the U.S. and Canadian markets slow down. After 30 years in this business, I've learned that nothing stays the same, but I think Korean industry is still very strong and most importantly, flexible enough to handle a few years out of the loop if they come. Milt Vlas is
a freelance producer known as an expert in sand animation production. Table of Contents feedback? Recent Problems [About | Help | Home | info@awn.com | Mail | Sign Up] © The Global Animation Network 1997
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